Simplify Maintenance and Improve Performance

The Varec Model 2500 Automatic Tank Gauge (ATG) has been the industry standard in mechanical float and tape tank gauging for over 60 years.

Key to the operation of these gauges, the negator motor provides the constant pullback tension required for the float to follow the liquid level as it rises and falls. The standard negator motor can be replaced with a negator cassette. The self contained cassette simplifies maintenance when the negator motor needs to be removed, and improves the general performance of your tank gauge.

Enhanced gauge function and reliability
- Self aligning, ensuring tracking of gauge tape and motor
- Eliminates contaminants in the spring motor

Reduced maintenance
- Allows for easier and quicker installation with no tape to pull out or negator hubs to unwind

Extended function life
- Protects from pipe debris being wound up in the motor that could cause stretching or corrosion

Increased safety
- Enclosed negator motor will not unwind in your hands during installation